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Message from the Chairman.
The AGM was held at the Three Counties Showground Malvern; unfortunately it was
poorly attended with just 32 members present. I am very pleased to report that we have
elected two extremely capable members as President and President elect. Andy McVicar
has taken over from Paul Dixon as President; Andy the current Chairman of the Coloured
Ryeland Group has done a lot of work securing classes at many shows around the country
for the Coloured Ryeland. Anne Jones was appointed unopposed as President Elect,
nominated by Richard Wear and Alison Robinson. Anne, well know to many members,
having been the Society’s secretary for 10 years, has been awarded an Honorary Life
Membership in recognition of her significant contribution to the society as secretary.
I am extremely pleased to report that the resolution for the new Society Articles was
adopted and have been successfully lodged at Companies House. In total 130 member
votes were cast, all in favour of the motion. There is however a substantial amount of
work required in implementing the new arrangements with the introduction of a revised
set of member’s rules, approved by Council last October, to compliment the new Articles.
The key rule changes relate to the new registration arrangements with the introduction
of a Coloured Ryeland flock book for 2011 registrations onwards.
On June 5th Andy and Sue McVicar held a members open day and are to be congratulated
as the whole day was a great success, supported by some 70 members. The day was very
informative with excellent presentations on wool quality, advances in worming
techniques, preparation of sheep for showing and judging techniques. The highlight of
the day was an extremely informative presentation on genetic analysis of Ryeland sheep
by Professor Michael Bruford, School of Biosciences Cardiff University. Professor
Bruford provided a detailed insight into the advances of genetic science and how DNA
analysis was being used as an important tool to improve the management of domestic
and wild animal populations. At the 2008 AGM a sub committee was established to
investigate the potential of genetic testing of Ryeland sheep. The sub committee, chaired
by Ifan Lloyd arranged some limited genetic testing to investigate prediction of fleece
colour and the potential identification of the gene linked to coloured fleece. That limited
investigation provided no statistical power to predict fleece colour with the particular
testing method used. Professor Bruford gave an overview on how genetic analysis could
be used to provide detailed information on the origins, genetic diversity and lineages of
the national Ryeland flock. There was a very interesting question and answers session
which explored the potential use of genetic testing to gain a better understanding of the
recessive coloured gene, the development of a genetic marker test for the coloured gene,
improved carcass formation, growth rates, worm resistance, ease of lambing and many
more performance traits. There is a possibility of setting up a joint research project
between Cardiff University and the Society to provide a detailed genetic study of Ryeland
and Coloured Ryeland sheep. Genetics is expensive, a 3 year study to this detail will cost
in the region of £65,000, however grants are available for over £50,000 of this leaving
the Society to match fund £3 – 5000 per annum over that 3 year period as a partner
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institution. We are I believe fortunate that
Professor Bruford, a world expert in his field, is
offering to undertake a genetic study of Ryeland
sheep and is prepared to assist the Society secure
over £50,000 of grant funding to carry out this
potential field of study.
The sub committee comprising of Ifan Lloyd
(chairman) Andy McVicar, William Laurie and
myself will be presenting recommendations to
Council regarding this opportunity.
Should you require any more information please
contact one of the sub committee members.
Show season is upon us and I wish all of you
participating in any show all the very best. The
show ring is an important shop window for our
sheep so it is extremely important for the Society
that as many members as possible support the
Ryeland and Coloured Ryeland classes at shows
around the Country. This year we have accepted
an invitation from the Three Counties Show
Malvern to nominate the show as the National
Ryeland show and I am delighted to report 20
members are exhibiting 92 Ryelands and 27
Coloured Ryelands, very close to the record set
at last years Royal Welsh. If you have not
experienced showing and would like to gain more
knowledge then why not come along and support
the National Ryeland Show on Saturday 19th June.
Special thanks go to Burgon and Ball of Sheffield
who have donated souvenir sheep trimming shears
for every exhibitor at the National show. Also our
Show and Sale auctioneers McCartney’s together
with the Society Auditors John Harvey who have
both generously sponsored our National show.
Many members have been extremely busy with
the Society stand already this year at Scot Sheep,
Royal Welsh Smallholder and Staffordshire show.
I would like to thank all those members that have
done tremendous work representing our Society
at these and other agricultural shows around the
country.
John Donovan
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Scotsheep 2010
The biennial Scotsheep event was held at Burnbank Farm near Stirling on
Wednesday, June 2 which attracted thousands of visitors from far and wide.
Despite the fact that the Ryeland stand may have been one of the smallest
animal-exhibiting stands in the show, the lack of space did not deter a group of
Scottish members putting on a great display on behalf of the RFBS Ltd.
Susan Bryden managed to get herself double booked on the day and was at the
Staffordshire County show judging the Ryelands there. She did, however, manage
to provide a very smart promotion display stand to use ,printed photographs, posters
and display information boards for the stand.
Aberdeenshire members Pat Maddock and Raymond Aitken, helped by new member
Janice Milne from Stirling, put on a terrific show. Pat put together a fantastic display
on the stand - she had made beautiful floral arrangements, a spinning wheel with
Ryeland wool rugs and garments and very artistically laid out the stand with all the
promotional materials. Later in the day the Ryeland fleece on display was sold to
an absolutely delighted spinner!
In the pen was a splendid two-shear ram from Raymond, Fetternear Kerfuffle, who
was so long he practically had to stand diagonally in the small pen!
Also helping out Pat, Raymond and Janice with the ‘chat’ all day on the stand were
Drew and Grace Taylor from Lochmaben. Pat also provided refreshments for visitors
to the stand and had even gone to the length of making Ryeland key rings to give
out to the many visitors.
The day got off to a great start when the very first visitor to the stand was Adam
Henson, who opened the event, who did admit that he had no Ryelands among his
rare breed collection of sheep on his famous BBC farm in the Cotswolds. In his
opening speech he made reference to “Lambing Live” and “Countryfile” which
boasts a viewing figure of 7m people. He said that people were desperate for
information and BBC are looking to make another similar programme and mentioned
that the farming industry should be extremely confident about the future.
Thereafter, there was a constant stream of visitors from locations as diverse as
northern Scotland, northern England and several from Northern Ireland. It was also
good to see so many school parties paying a visit to the event.
It was quite a revelation to discover the many people who were using a Ryeland on
their cross-sheep and ewe hoggs. Also, the many flock owners who had sizeable
numbers of Ryelands in their flocks. Most encouraging indeed for the future of this
lovely utility breed of sheep.
Scotsheep goes from strength to strength, the attendance of over 8,500 on the day
illustrating this. This is a well-organised shop window and the Scottish members
hope the council will look favourably over any requests to be represented in the
future.
Drew Taylor.
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Devon County
DEVON GLORIOUS DEVON
Summer arrived in Devon with the County
Show. Those autumn rains with all the mud
and the snows of winter were but a
memory. We arrived with our animals on
Wednesday with great expectations.
‘Clobber’ was piled in pens and sheep
settled. Even with a pen left open and a
couple of escapees, the laid back Ryelands
only made it to the nearest food supply – a
bale of hay.
We were delighted to welcome our Judge
Mr Ifan Lloyd. He had a hot afternoon and
long waits between classes. With so many
spectators it was quite a journey from the
marquee to the showing ring. Mr Lloyd
said, ‘The Ryeland breed was well
represented with six exhibitors. There were
some fine animals on display and it was
encouraging that “new” exhibitors
presented strong teams of sheep. The major
prizes may well have gone to established
breeders but standards are continually

Senior Ram line up at Devon County. Picture
and text: Robin Mence.
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Results: Devon County
Judge - Ifan Lloyd
Group of Three: 5 entries
1: Mr J R Morgan
2: Mr R P Wear
3: Lt. Col. & Mrs C W Charlton
Adult Ram: 6 entries
1: Mr J R Morgan
2: Mr R P Wear
3: Mr J R Morgan
4: Lt. Col. & Mrs C W Charlton
Shearling Ram: 6 entries
1: Mr J R Morgan
2: Mr R P Wear
3: Mr J R Morgan
4: Lt. Col. & Mrs C W Charlton
Shearling Ewe: 8 entries
1: Mr R P Wear
2: Mr J R Morgan
3: Lt. Col. & Mrs C W Charlton
4: Mr J R Morgan
Shorn Ewe with Lambs: 10 entries
1: Lt. Col. & Mrs C W Charlton
2: Mrs S Smith & Mr A Retter
3: Mrs S Smith & Mr A Retter
4: Lt. Col. & Mrs C W Charlton
Ewe Lamb: 7 entries
1: Mr J R Morgan
2: Mr J R Morgan
3: Mr R P Wear
4: Mrs S Smith & Mr A Retter
Ram Lamb: 6 entries
1: Mr R P Wear
2: Mr J R Morgan
3: Lt. Col. & Mrs C W Charlton
4: Mr J R Morgan
Best SW exhibit:
Lt. Col. & Mrs C W Charlton
Res. Mrs S Smith & Mr A Retter
Male Champion: Mr J R Morgan
Res. Male Champion: Mr J R Morgan

improving. I’m sure that, in future, new names will appear on some of the trophies. I
thoroughly enjoyed the experience. Devon is always a friendly show with an agricultural
feel.’
Thanks to Sonia Smith and Adam Retter who kindly provided mouth-watering
refreshments for us all after the Championship Judging on Friday.
Congratulations to Katie Walker at her first show gaining a fourth place in the Young
Handlers Class with her coloured Ryeland.
Devon is an excellent Show at the beginning of the Show Season. Why not come and
join us next year?

President’s Bit
I would firstly like to thank the many people who have offered their kind words of
support to me in my forthcoming year as President of the society. I would like to
congratulate Paul Dixon for his hard work over the last twelve months he has travelled
all over the country, he will certainly be a hard act to follow.
This year has seen the adoption of the new Articles of Association of the society, I
know that the Constructional Sub Committee spent many days together to come up
with the final document which was agreed at this years AGM. I would like to
acknowledge the work undertaken by John Donanan, Ifan Lloyd, Norman Godden, the
late Ken Jones and the society members who consulted with the sub committee,
without their dedication to the task, this document would still be on the drawing board.
I wish also to thank David Shaw who provided his legal services to the society.
This year promises to be a busy year with the Society’s open day in June, then into the
showing season where many of you will be seen up and down the country promoting
Ryeland and Coloured Ryeland Sheep, I hope many of you will be able enter your
sheep in local shows so that the public can see first hand the wonderful sheep we all
have.
Now the exceptional long and hard winter is over, we can look out onto our fields of
sheep and hopefully have a little time to reflect that it was all worth while.
We have just come back from Staffordshire Show, 55 excellent quality Ryelands were
entered and congratulations to Rob Morgan who won the championship with his
superb ram. I can highly recommend the show to everyone. The facilities were second
to none and they really looked after the exhibitors. Congratulations to Jane Pinches
who won the best sheep stand award. Definitely a date for next years calendar.
Andy McVicar
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A Word from Emily
Hi,
I'm Emily Rollings the winner of the
11-13 Young Handler's class at the
Royal Welsh smallholders
.I won with my mum’s Ryeland Lupin
who is a shearling ewe.I have been
showing since 2006 when I was 9. I have
had 3 firsts, 2 of which where at Llyswen
and Boughrood show and the other I just
won,I have also had a couple of 3rds,
4ths and one 5th,I have showed in pet
Lamb and Young Handler classes, in the
Young Handlers I take my mum’s
Ryelands but in the pet lamb classes I
take my own sheep.
I love showing at shows because you get
Emily with Lupin.
a great thrill from doing it and a sense of
pride from showing the breed off.I like
showing Ryelands particularly because they have a lovely temperament and they look
so cute and cuddly.
Emily Rollings

RBST Breeds at Risk Register
The Breeds at Risk register was set up in 2002 as a mechanism for the executive
agency Animal Health (formally the State Veterinary Service) to identify holdings
where there were ‘nucleus’ flocks and herds of Farm Animal Genetic Resources. This
register was to be used to help identify farms which might be spared from contiguous
cull in the case of another outbreak of Foot and Mouth Disease (FMD).
Members of your society were invited to apply for registration. Their application was
then verified, with your assistance, against your own pedigree database to confirm that
they did in fact own the required number of register animals of your breed. Farms
verified on the BARR register are eligible for special protection under any future FMD
contiguous cull.
Extension of the Register
We are delighted to be able to report that the RBST and BPA (British Pig Association)
with the help of the National Standing Committee on Farm Animal Genetic Resources
have managed to negotiate two significant modifications the Breeds at Risk Register.
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· The minimum or ‘nucleus’ flock and herd sizes has been removed. This means
that your members with smaller herds / flocks can now apply and be verified as
keepers.
· The register has been extended for use in the case of any disease for which a
compulsory slaughter policy might be implemented.
Inclusion on the register does not guarantee that your member’s animals will be
spared. Each farm will have to demonstrate good biosecurity, good movement records
and that their animal registrations are up to date. Outbreaks of each disease will have
to be monitored individually and the risk of sparing your members herd or flock
assessed. However, inclusion on the register will be the first step towards a possible
derogation.
Extract from a letter written by Tim Brigstock, Chairman, Rare Breeds
Survival Trust.

Staffordshire County
2nd & 3rd June, 2010.
The biggest and best so far!! What a
wonderful time we all had - the hospitality
that Jane Pinches and I had planned worked
very well, offering wine, hot and cold drinks
and food for all the exhibitors, judge and
stewards - a special thankyou for Gill
Anslow and Sue McVicar for helping us with
the refreshments - can really recommend
Gills coffee and walnut cake.
Jane worked very hard preparing a show
stand taking over four pens, and folders full
of some stunning photos of our Ryeland
sheep. This had not gone unnoticed by the
show organisers as they awarded Jane and
the Ryelands a special prize for the
outstanding notice board and our efforts.
During the day the commentator, Peter
Titley made frequent references to the
number and standard of the Ryelands
present, and how he was personally
delighted to see us all.
Carole Shaw
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Results - Staffs County
Judge Susan Bryden.
Adult Ram -12 forward.
1. JR.Morgan
2. Sue &Andy Mcvicar
3. JR.Morgan.
Shearling ewe. -15 forward.
1. K. Edgecombe
2. C.Shaw
3.JR.Morgan Ewe with lamb at foot - 1 forward
1 AG.Anslow.
Ewe lamb - 11 forward.
1. C. Shaw
2.JR.Morgan
3. AG.Anslow
Ram lamb. --11 forward
1. JR.Morgan.
2. T&G.Moore
3. C.Shaw
Group of three -7 forward.
1. JR.Morgan
2. Sue & Andy McVicar
3. C.Shaw
Champion JR Morgan
Res.Champion K Edgecombe

Reserve Champion at
Staffordshire County - a
shearling ewe exhibited
by K Edgecombe. Photo:
Carole Shaw

From the Editor
Emerging as we are from a bruising election campaign where claims and counterclaims
were hurled about and the candidates predicted dire consequences if their rivals won, it's
difficult not to feel uneasy about what the future holds. One thing's for sure, Ryelands
will still be Ryelands, the Society will prosper and there will still be plenty of enthusiasts
to make sure that this is so !
The show season is upon us with good entries and both the Smallholders and the Devon
County Show were well attended and the prizes keenly contested. With Staffs
County,Bath + West,Three Counties, Cheshire County, Royal Highland,West Midlands
and the Royal Norfolk shows being held in June there will be plenty of opportunities for
Ryelands to be seen by plenty of people and with the Society stand at most of them we
hope to attract lots of interest and maybe lots of new members !
The first National Ryeland Shpw will have been held during the Three Counties Show
and the new Ken Jones Memorial Salver will have been won by the Best Lamb in Show.
What a month June will have been !
So I can't help thinking that we don't need to feel uneasy about the future for Ryelands,
the future is rosy and we will work to ensure that it continues this way for years to come.
David Parsons
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Member Profile
David Lewis - Arberth Flock
I was born in 1978, at home, which was a cottage in Carmarthenshire with just a small
garden; certainly no place to keep sheep! My birthday is 4th February, a birth date I have
shared with many of my best rams and ewes over the years. When I was 3 years old we
moved to Llangwathen, a farm of 85 acres, near Narberth in Pembrokeshire; my father
had aspirations of becoming a farmer and he had bought a few broken-mouthed ewes
and half a dozen store cattle to make a start. I now own the Arberth flock of Ryelands,
which I began in 1990, after seeing some for the first time at a Rare Breeds Sale in
Whitland. That day I bought 4 ewes and a ram – Pembroke Caradog – from G.D.Morgan,
a real sheep man! I was very lucky to find such excellent foundation stock and the
following year bought one more show ewe from the Pembroke flock and a ram, Ruslin
Double Diamond, who had won many championships, including the Royal, Three
Counties and the Bath and West. Later, I purchased 2 more ewes at the Annual Show
and Sale and a yearling ram – Ashford Just Jack – who turned out to be a real gem,
producing excellent females and many champions. I won the Crawford Perkins Cup,
which is for the best newcomer, on two occasions at the Show and Sale, when I was just
14 and 15 years old. Even then, my intention was always to buy the best stock available.
The champion ewe I bought at the Show and Sale in 1996 from John Doughty is still, in
my opinion, the best Ryeland ewe I have seen. Probably the best known, however, is
Ruslin Champion, purchased for 1080gns in 2004 (still, I think, a record for a Ryeland)
and, at nearly 7 years old, doing well and the best buy I’ve ever made. The Ryeland is a
super show breed and I really enjoy competing each year against other breeders from
near and far and also judging.
One of the most frustrating aspects of my first attempts at showing Ryelands in West
Wales was the lack of Ryeland classes at local shows. The only place for a Ryeland was
in the infamous ‘any other lowland’ class; this could include anything from Border
Leicester, Hampshire, Wiltshire Horn, Jacob and, on one occasion, Suffolk sheep. As a
result, the judging was often very bizarre and I often came away very disheartened.
Luckily, Pennie Mee and John Donovan, had seen my sheep at shows and liked the breed
and decided to start their own flocks. We began to have a nucleus of Ryeland breeders
in West Wales, who could ask for Ryeland classes at all the local shows. Last year, I
believe, the Ryeland sheep class at the Pembrokeshire County Show had more entries
than any other. This has brought the breed full circle in Pembrokeshire because before
the First World War, Ryelands and Shropshire sheep were the most popular breeds in
the lowlands of Pembrokeshire; they then became almost a rare breed until the late 1980s
and now, once again are much in demand, particularly with small holders.
I’m a competitive person generally and enjoy all sorts of sport. I used to be quite a good
runner, especially cross country, 1500m and 800m and was a member of Preseli Harriers.
I played football for Templeton for over ten years, which was great fun; I still miss
playing on the right wing. However, my favourite sport is pool. I’m captain of a local
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Narberth team, where I’ve been playing since I was 17. I also play for the county and
have been county player of the year twice since starting in 2004. I enjoy being a spectator
too, especially when it’s Wales at the Millenium Stadium in Cardiff.
However, farming has always been my main interest. My brother, sister and I had many
riotous times at Templeton Young Farmers’ Club, enjoying ourselves, but also learning,
especially, in my case, about stockjudging. I was Junior Stockman of the Year in 1995,
where dairy cattle, pigs, fat lambs and beef were all included. When I left agricultural
college, I worked with the Grove Herd of pedigree Holstein/Friesians; this was one of
the most renowned herds in the world in the 70s and 80s, but everything was sold up

Interbreed pairs Champions - Pembrokeshire County Show 2008 - Both
sired by Ruslin Champion
after the Foot and Mouth disaster in 2001. I then became herd manager on a large organic
dairy farm in Pembrokeshire until the beginning of 2007.
I had met Sinead, who was later to become my wife, in 2006. She is from Dublin, so I
turned my back on farming and Wales and moved over to Ireland in the spring of 2007.
I spent two years driving through the crowded city streets, not really liking it and always
thinking about our future back in Wales. After our marriage last year, we moved back
and persuaded my parents to let me take over the family farm. Fortunately for me, they
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had taken good care of my sheep while I was away and had even established their own
flock, the Teilo coloured Ryelands.
I have now rented two more small farms near to the main farm and expanded my sheep
enterprise considerably, including 160 pedigree Poll Dorset ewes that can lamb at any
time of the year. I aim to lamb them in three short ‘windows’, October, January and
March and hope to exceed 400 ewes in years to come, including my flock of commercial
black-face ewes. I recently bought the champion pen of Poll Dorset hoggets at the May
Fair in Exeter because, in my view, the Poll Dorset is the best lowland breed with the
most potential. This is what my head tells me, but my heart will always be with the
Ryelands. This year I am showing some Dorsets for the first time at the Royal Welsh,
just a couple of hours before the Ryelands are judged!
At present, we sell all our fat lambs in the local market, but I am looking into setting up
a local meat business, as the trade is often very uncertain. We also have a herd of over
25 pedigree Charolais cows and a herd of commercial suckler cows; the commercial
calves are sold at about 10-12 months for fattening and the pedigree bulls sold locally
and at society sales, along with pedigree females. I also relief milk in the early mornings
for a local dairy farm, where 600 cows are housed all year round. In addition, Sinead
and I are expecting our first child (due the week of the Royal Welsh), so with all this, I
think I’ll be kept busy!
David Lewis

Sponsors of the
2010 National
Ryeland Show
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Looking Back (No 5)
I hope you enjoy the fifth in a series of articles taken from the Societies flock books of
the past entitled “SHOW SHEEP” taken from volume 12 written in 1924. Once again
the article is exactly as originally published in 1924.
John Donovan
“SHOW SHEEP”.
Special care is required in preparing sheep for the show yards. In the first place, you
select from the best of the flock and then arrange the programme so that the animals can
appear in the best of bloom. Regard must be had for all-round excellence and correct
type, size, conformation, style or carriage, fleece, skin, and colour markings. An even
covering of deep, firm muscles should be sought after. It is seldom possible to fit a
poorly-muscled sheep so that the spine will not be prominent to the touch. Even much
fat seldom covers up the lack of sufficient muscling, for when there is too little muscle
the fat is likely to be soft, flabby, and loose, and the result is what is known as an
“overdone” condition. It is possible, of course, to produce an “overdone” condition in
sheep that are properly muscled, but as a rule they carry an even, firm, deep covering of
flesh and fat when they are properly fed and handled. A well-placed neck, fitting smoothly
into the shoulders, straight legs placed well apart, strong pasterns and toes that are neither
close nor sprawling are strong assets for a sheep that is to be fitted for show.
“Sickle-hocked” sheep should be left out of the show yards. In selecting for the pen, look
out for good feeding qualities, liveliness and vigour. It is well to select more sheep for
fitting than will be needed for show. Matching is of the greatest importance. Some sheep
do not grow out as expected, and it is well to have others in reserve. Those that are too
leggy need not be persevered with. Long preparation and good feeding is essential. By
shearing down close to the skin the whole of the fleece is of fresh new growth, and
presents a far more attractive appearance than a fleece that has been wholly or partly
stubbled. Stubbled wool has a dead, lustreless appearance which detracts rather than
enhances the showiness of a sheep. The wool should be kept in a clean condition, and
pens well bedded. Tepid rain water is best for washing. Some shepherds use soap in the
water; others rely on sheep dip. So soon as the sheep have become dry after washing,
their wool should be thoroughly combed up, and the surface clipped, so that the fleece
will take on a smooth, compact appearance. To do the work one requires to have a halter,
a pail of water, a fibre brush, such as is used for grooming horses, a wool card, or a curry
comb, a sharp-toothed steel comb, and a pair of sheep shears. The clipping must be done
in a systematic manner. Much depends on how the sheep are trained to stand. Trimming
sheep for show is a fine art. The fleece requires attention up to the last minute. Get sheep
used to the halter. A sheep must be made to stand bold and square before the judges, and
there must be no knuckling over at the joints. An abundance of green feed should be at
hand. A lot depends upon skilful feeding. Some serve meals consisting of several courses
every day, beginning with a small amount of concentrates (about a pint of oats, bran,
and oilmeal mixed) then the less, and afterwards the best palatable green food. Grain is
limited. Cabbage is favoured feed, also turnips and mangels, and clover.
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New s from the National Sheep Assoc.
NSA fears big Spending Cuts from Defra Budget: It is already clear that Defra
and the element of that department that is connected to farming and production will
not escape from the cost cutting measures which will sweep through Whitehall in
the coming days, weeks and months. However it is not all bad news as it is clear
from messages delivered by new farming Minister, Jim Paice MP, in relation to TB
in cattle and badgers, that the new coalition does seem prepared to help the industry
more than in previous times with some of its more challenging problems.
NSA has already taken advantage of an opportunity to speak with the new Minister
and to highlight to him that NSA remains as committed as ever to lobbying for easing
of the regulatory burden on sheep farmers particularly in respect of identification
and movement rules. NSA will continue to press home these points wherever possible.
Know your Worms: Members are reminded of the financial consequences of
endoparasites problems such as Nematodirus and parasitic gastroenteritis. With the
value of lambs remaining high it is vital that performance at grass is maximised in
terms of growth and weight gain. Internal parasites ( worms) affect this hugely. If
problems are to be dealt with effectively, it is vital to know what the worm burden
on pasture is so that an appropriate combination of anthelmintic intervention and
grazing management techniques can be used. Underpinning all of that is the
knowledge of what worms are present in faeces samples. Speak to your vet about
faecal egg counting.
Scientists say Keep Vaccinating Against Abortion: Scientists are advising sheep
farmers to keep vaccinating against Ovine Enzootic Abortion (OEA). A small number
of samples from vaccinated ewes that have subsequently aborted show a link between
the vaccine and the abortion. However the samples involved were very small and a
lot more research is needed to understand whatever link there may be between
vaccination and abortion.
Moredun Institute who have, for years, been at the forefront of work into enzootic
abortion are advising sheep farmers who have a vaccination strategy in place to keep
using the vaccine and not to make changes in response to these findings.
John Thorley leaves the NSA: Long serving NSA stalwarts John Thorley and Mags
Barrow have both left the sheep farmer's organisation after over 60 years combined
service. Mr Thorley stepped down as Chief Executive of the NSA at the end of 2006.
Since then he has continued to work on various projects for the organisation. Ms
Barrow was PA to Mr Thorley for many years and was until recently Company
Secretary for NSA. More recently John and Mags have worked on a number of issues
designed to create benefit for sheep farming in conjunction with other organisations.
In the immediate future John and Mags will continue to work with the Mutton
Renaissance in association with the Academy of Culinary Arts, as well as the
Campaign for Wool which is now attracting world wide support and showing clear
signs of being a beneficial and important initiative.
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Defra Figures Show Sheep Numbers Decline: The official figures from Defra
show that the UK sheep flock declined by 3.3% year on year in 2009. According to
the figures there were around 32 million sheep in the UK. The number of lambs fell
by 2.4% to 16.2 million
Short Tail Docking: NSA and Sheep Veterinary Society have jointly written to
Animal Health seeking clarification over the level of increase of short tail docking
which has led to significant publicity on the issue and a threat of increased
inspection and strong sanction. It is clear that there will be a higher level of
inspection for short tail docking in 2010, particularly at shows, so please be aware
of the need to only dock tails when necessary and to a length that covers the vulva
and anus of the animal comfortably allowing for the fact that as the animal grows
the relative tail length may lessen. Any sheep which have tails docked too short if
discovered on inspection can lead to Single Farm Payment deductions as well.
TB in Sheep: There have been various reports recently of TB being found in a sheep
flock. The following points are worthy of consideration.
• TB has been found in sheep populations all over the world at various times.
Prior to it being eradicated the biggest problem was in Australia.
• The incidence in the UK is extremely low as far as is known with around 5
reports being logged every year.
• M Bovis TB is appearing in many species both wild and domesticated at very
low levels. It is usually discovered either as part of a post mortem inspection
at the abattoir or through the VLA investigating a vet reported sheep death.
• Mainly due to behavioural characteristics particularly in relation to grazing it
is very difficult for sheep to become infected or to pass on infection.
• Defra are not undertaking active surveillance for TB in sheep.
• If TB is found in sheep then Defra have the powers to apply movement
restrictions and work with the farmer to try and limit the impact on the business
whilst not encouraging spread.
There is a clear message in all of this which is that this is not a major issue for the
sheep industry at this time and the threat to populations of sheep is very small

RWAS Smallholder & Garden Festival
There was a great turnout of Ryelands this with year with some 33 sheep entered from
9 exhibitors. The atmosphere was excellent with everyone catching up after the long,
long Winter. There were quality sheep presented for our judge Mr David Lewis who
had a difficult task in front of him. The Shearing Ewe class had 14 entries, being the
largest class.
I would encourage members to visit this event next year, but please note that the
judging is on the Sunday of the show not Saturday. We had lots of interest around the
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Ryeland pens both days both meeting old friends and talking to those interested in the
breed for the future.
Our stand was in a place which also had lots of interest.
There was another good turnout in the coloured Ryeland section with 27 entries from 7
exhibitors. Judge on the day was Randal Lewis. The biggest class of the day was the
Shearling ewe class with 12 entries.
This is an event that just gets better every year and is particularly suited for people
who farm on a small scale.
John Donovan & Doreen Smillie
Ryelands
Judge - David Lewis

Coloured Ryelands
Judge - Randal Lewis

Senior Ram (7 entries)
1 J & S Donovan
2 D Smillie
3 S McVicar

Senior Ram ( 4 entries)
1 S McVicar
2 DT & JB Shaw
3 D Evans

Yearling Ram (7 entries)
1 D Smillie
2 J & S Donovan
3 S Kendrick

Yearling Ram ( 6 entries)
1 D Evans
2 P Harter
3 DT & JB Shaw

Breeding ewe (4 entries)
1 JEO & C Lloyd
2 D Smillie
3 I Rollings

Breeding ewe ( 4 entries)
1 C Bateman
2 C Bateman
3 J & J Peach

Yearling Ewe (13 entries)
1 J&S Donovan
2 S McVicar
3 J & S Donovan

Yearling Ewe ( 10 entries)
1 DT & JB Shaw
2 J & S Donovan
3 D Evans

Group of three ( 4 entries)
1 JEO& C Lloyd
2 J W Nugent
3 D Smille

Group of three (3entries)
1 S McVicar
2 J & J Peach
3 C Bateman

Champion D Smillie
Res Champion J & S Donovan

Champion DT & JB Shaw
Res Champion D Evans
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A strong line up of Ryeland shearling ewes at the Smallholder & Garden Festival
Photo: J Donovan

Judge Randal Lewis weighing up the championship contenders. Photo J Donovan
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RYELAND PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPETITION
This year the RFBS has decided to run a Photo Competition, so get your cameras out
and get snapping. You can enter prints or digital photos, in colour or black and white.
The entries will be displayed at the Show and Sale and people attending the sale will
be asked to vote for their favourites to determine the class winners.
Photos of Ryeland and Coloured Ryeland sheep may be entered into any of the
following sections :.
.
.
.
.
.

Best flock photo
Best ewe with lambs
Best working photo
Sheep with the best sense of humour
Best in Show
Photo taken by an under 16 year old

Each photograph may obly be entered in one section, but there is no limit to the
number of pictures each individual may submit.
Entries should be sent to Ruth Mills at :- Tickmore, Brimfield, Ludlow. SY8 4NZ or
emailed to ruth@tickmore.co.uk and to arrive by July 31st.
The three photos gaining the most votes and the best under 16 photo will be awarded a
small prize. Suitable photos may be used in RFBS publicity material.
Sponsored by Tickmore Apple Juice.

From the Vet
New Sheep Wormer and Bluetongue Update
Zolvix (registered trademark)
Zolvix is a new sheep wormer containing the active ingredient “monepantel” and has
been launched in the UK this year by Novartis Animal Health. This revolutionary new
sheep drench kills gastrointestinal worms (all nematodes), even those resistant to existing
drenches.
Wormer or anthelmintic resistance is a growing problem on UK sheep farms and follow
a pattern similar to that experienced in New Zealand.
There were previously three classes of wormers:
• White drenches / benzomidazoles e.g. Panacur
• Yellow drenches / levamisoles e.g. Nilzan
• Clear drenches / avermectins e.g. Ivomec, Cydectin, Dectomax
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Resistance to one, two or all three (triple resistance) classes has occurred on UK farms
in recent years.
Zolvix is the first product from a new (fourth) class of resistance-breaking wormers
AAD’s (amino acetonitrile derivatives). It has a unique mode of action which means it
is highly effective against all sheep gastro-intestinal nematodes (worms) boasting a 99.9%
kill rate, even against resistant worms. It has the additional benefits of a short withdrawal
period (7 days) and an impressive safety profile to the operator, sheep and the
environment. Novartis have developed a unique gun and delivery system which is far
more efficient for the operator and designed to ensure an accurate dose and minimise
injury to the sheep during dosing.
How To Use Zolvix
Zolvix should be used as part of an integrated worm control strategy. The advice is to
use Zolvix at key periods of the grazing season and for quarantine dosing of new sheep
brought onto the farm. Strategic worming, faecal egg count monitoring, wormer
resistance monitoring and pasture management (clean or safe or dirty pasture) are all
tools to reduce worm associated problems in sheep.
Quarantine Dose
Whenever sheep are moved onto a farm, either bought in or those that have been
overwintered on tack, Zolvix should be used to kill any worms resistant to the current
classes of anthlemintic. This way those current wormers, provided they are currently
effective on farm, should continue to be effective if used according to best practice.
SCOPS (Sustainable Control of Parasites in Sheep) is a steering committee chaired by
the NSA (National Sheep Association) which has been formed to develop and oversee
delivery of recommendations to the industry. Their current advice on quarantine
(designed to prevent the introduction of worm resistance and sheep scab) is:
1. Yard all sheep on arrival for 24-48 hours
2. Treat with Zolvix and an injectable avermectin (preferably Cydectin)
3. Quarantine by turning out onto pasture that has carried sheep this season and
keep isolated for at least 3 weeks). This may prove a difficult proposition for
rams purchased at show and sale with intention of immediate use.
Mid Season Dose
This is an important time to treat lambs. There is a large burden of worms in lambs that
peaks in July /August. Dosing with Zolvix at this time kills ALL (99.9%) of worms
including resistant strains at a key time in the productivity cycle as lambs near fattening
weight. This significantly reduces the number of resistant worms. The 7 day meat
withdrawal is an added benefit. Subsequent worming in the same season can be done
using a different wormer.
Farms With Diagnosed Wormer Resistance
Do you know your wormer resistance status?
Resistance can seriously affect your flock’s productivity.
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Simple drench tests (discuss with your own vet) can check that your wormers are working
effectively.
Flocks with serious wormer resistance may need to use Zolvix more frequently – again
discuss with your vet.
Advice should be sought from your vet as to developing a strategy for worm control
and use of Zolvix on your farm.
Do You Drench And Inject Correctly?
SCOPS have produced the following guidelines:
1. Weigh – don’t guess the weight of lambs. Underestimating the weight of a sheep
is a common cause of underdosing. Dose to the weight of the heaviest in the
group unless there are huge differences in weight.
2. Calibrate and maintain equipment – always check the gun is delivering the right
amount before you drench.
3. Drench and inject correctly – drenching technique is vital in ensuring the
wormer does it’s job properly. Make sure the sheep are properly restrained so
they will swallow the full volume of the drench. Good restraint will reduce the
chances of damaging the sensitive tissue at the back of the mouth. Place a hand
under the head and tilt slightly to the side. Slot the nozzle in the gap between
the check and front teeth and then over the back of the tongue before delivering
the dose. Likewise injection please make sure technique is good.
4. Storage – store securely away from direct sunlight at 4-25C. Follow
manufacturer’s guidelines.
UPDATE ON BLUETONGUE
The European Union has recently announced that Britain’s Bluetongue status will be
reclassified as a Lower Risk Zone for Bluetongue virus (BTV8).
Britain will become a Lower Risk Zone on 12th June. This places stricter vaccination
conditions on bluetongue-susceptible animals being imported. These are:
1. Vaccination plus a 60 day wait or
2. Vaccination plus a test 14 days after onset of immunity.
3. Booster vaccination within the time limit stated on each vaccine’s data sheet.
The importation of sheep into the UK from Bluetongue areas in Europe has been
increasing at a high rate. Importation of infected stock is the biggest threat to the country.
These additional vaccination requirements will reduce the threat of importing disease.
Further information can be obtained from the DEFRA website or your local Animal
Health divisional Office.
Vaccination remains the key to protecting British livestock. The move to a Lower Risk
Zone must not be seen as an excuse to relax vaccination measures.
Windborne carriage of midges from Europe remains a risk. Infection can spread rapidly
once established in a midge population.
There is a significant time interval before the onset of immunity after vaccination.
Therefore vaccination is advised BEFORE the presence of disease.
Ifan Lloyd
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Notices:
Registrations: A reminder that the year letter for 2010 born lambs is “N”. Please
take care to provide all the information requested on the registration forms and try
to ensure it is correct. A considerable amount of time has to be spent chasing up,
double checking and correcting inaccurate information provided on the forms. If
you can provide the right information, you will receive your certificates much
more quickly.
If you are planning to enter stock for any sales please send the registration
applications in to the office in plenty of time.
Closing date for registrations to be included in the nest flock book – 31st August
2010.
Newsletter in Colour: There is a simple way to receive your Society newsletter in
colour. Sign up to have your copy of the newsletter sent by email and you will be
able to view / print a full colour version. Simply email info@ryelandfbs.com to
request your newsletter by email. This will also help to reduce costs and reduce
the impact on the environment.
Postage: Please make sure that you use the right stamps when posting letters. The
Royal Mail will not deliver them if you have not paid the correct amount of
postage.
Future Veterinary Articles: If anyone has any particular topics they would like
covered by this excellent set if areticles, please get in touch so we can pass it on to
Ifan Lloyd.
Diary Dates:
28th August – RFBS Annual Show & Sale, Ludlow Livestock Market. Entry
forms for the 2010 sale are enclosed with this mailing. Closing date for entries –
23rd July
Thainstone Rare Breed Sale - Saturday September 4th 2010 Aberdeen &
Northern Marts premises at Thainstone, Inverurie All Classes of Ryelands are
generously sponsored by local companies
Melton Mowbray Traditional & Native Breeds 2010 - 10th & 11th September
2010
Carlisle Rare Breed Sale 2010 - Saturday 18th September 2010
York 23rd Autumn Rare & Minority Breeds Sale 2010 - 1st & 2nd October
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Royal Bath & West
The Bath and West Show 2010 version was basked in glorious sunshine for the whole
of the three days of main competition. The Ryeland section was strongly represented
with five flocks vying for the main prizes. Doreen Smillie and the Lloyd clan from Gower
Peninsula had travelled a considerable distance to offer stern competition to the more
“local” breeders.
Nevertheless, the main prizes were awarded to the Ruslin flock of Richard and Margaret
Wear with the senior two year old ram taking the male and overall championship with
their very fine yearling ewe taking the female championship. The shearling ewe had
previously taken the female championship and reserve overall at the Devon Show a few
weeks earlier. Mr. and Mrs. Wear have their names firmly etched o the trophies at the
Bath and West having won the main prizes here for many, many years..

Judging the Ryeland
Group of Three in
glorious sunshine at
Royal Bath & West 2010.
From left to right, the
groups from I Lloyd, C
Sherman, D Smillie, Lt Col
& Mrs Charlton, and R
Wear.
Photo: I Lloyd

The male reserve championship went to the yearling ram of Doreen Smillie. This was
the ram lamb she purchased at the Breed Show and Sale in 2009. This yearling had
taken the breed championship at the Smallholder Show in Builth Wells back in mid May.
The lamb classes were again strongly contested with a ram lamb from Glenbryn flock
of Ifan and Christine Lloyd taking the main prize in a very strong class that was a credit
to the breed.
Doreen Smilie took first with a sweet and well grown sheep in the ewe lamb class.
Lt. Colonel and Mrs. Charlton took the honours in the group of three, again in a strong
class with five competitors lining up a fine display of sheep.
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Doreen Smillie with the shearling ram proceeded to win the Ryeland Wool on the Hoof
class. This against the prediction of some of the more senior competitors!
The fifth competitor was Mr. Sherman who exhibited the most sheep in the classes.
Despite not winning any of the main prizes his flock is continually improving.
Mirain Lloyd the daughter of Ifan and Christine Lloyd took firm control of her ram and
of the young handlers class coming in first in the 7 years and under class in the young
handler’s competition. Mirain finished third overall in the young handler’s
championship class.
Results - Royal Bath & West
Judge- Sue Lake

Ifan Lloyd

Group of 3 – Lt Col & Mrs Charlton
Senior Ram – R Wear
Shearling Ram – Smillie & Gray
Ram Lamb – I Lloyd
Shearling Ewe – R Wear
Ewe Lamb – Smillie & Gray
Champion Female – R Wear
Res Fem Champion – Smillie & Gray
Champion Male – R Wear
Res Male Champion – Smillie & Gray
Breed Champion – R Wear
ResBreed Champion – R Wear
Wool on the Hoof –
1st in Ryelands
Smillie & Gray Shearling Ram

Mirain Lloyd following her sucess in
the Young Handler’s competition.
Photo: Ifan Lloyd.

Welcome to New Members
Ryeland Flocks
01599 - David Kirk, Axeltreewell, Ecclefechan, Lockerbie, Dumfriesshire. DG 11 3JJ.
01600 - C & P Stewart, 29 St Mary’s Road, Longton, Stoke on Trent, ST3 5DW
01601 - Miss April Pollard, “Firfield” The Glade, Crapstone, Yelverton, PL20 7PR
01602 - E F Ray, Crudy, Sanday, Orkney KW17 2BP
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01603 - L & D Jarvis, 3 Longroyd Road, Earby Barnoldswick. Lancs. BB18 6NZ
01604 - Steven Briggs, 72 Demonfort Way, Uttoxeter, Staffs, ST14 8XY
01605 - Miss K Walker.
01606 - Janice Milne, Keirhead Cottage, Thornhill, Stirling, FK8 3QL
01607 - Jean Dodds, Old Post Office, Main Street, Osgoby, Market Rasen, LN8 3TA
01608 - Zana Jackson, West Steart Farm, Stoudleigh, Nr Tiverton, Devon, EX16 9QA
01609 - David & Cheryl Cox, Moss House Farm, Brandside, Buxton, SK17 0SF
01610 - J Thurston, Grange Farm, Hatch Lane, Horton, Northants, NN7 2AR
01611 - Jason Millward, Moat Farm, Fauls Green, Whitchurch, SY13 2AS
01612 - WR & HM Holloway, Rose Cottage, Skirpenbeck, York, YO41 1HQ
01613 - ATurner, Ramstane Cottage Fm, Cunninghamhead, Kilmaurs, KA3 2PN
01614 - J & K Walker, c/o P Kettle, 8 Main Street, Buckminster, Grantham NG33 5SA
01615 - K Daniels & A Bowden, 1 Lyttelton Road, Droitwich, Worcester, WR9 7AA
01616 - Lewis W Walton, 81 Chapel Lane, Longton, Preston, Lancashire, PR4 5WA
01617- J Gantschuk , Red Kite Fm, Barnbow Lane, Barick-in-Elmet, Leeds, LS15 4LZ
01618 - H Batchelor & S Chambers, Upper Heath, Llangunllo, Powys, LD7 1SY.
Coloured Ryeland Flocks
S308C - E F Ray, Crudy, Sanday, Orkney KW17 2BP
S309C - Mrs Susan Atkinson, Sykes Farm, Scorton, Nr Preston, Lancs. PR3 1DA
S310C - Miss K Walker
S311C - Aileen Clarke, Tongue Croft House, Borgue, By Kircudbright, DG6 4UA
S312C - Zana Jackson, West Steart Farm, Stoudleigh, Nr Tiverton, Devon, EX16 9QA
S313C - T Glover, Sproxton Hall Cottages, Sproxton, York, N Yorks, YO62 5EQ
S314C -- J & K Walker, c/o P Kettle, 8 Main Street, Buckminster, Grantham NG33 5SA
S315C - Mrs L Cockerill, Myrtle Cottage, 7 High St, Shutlanger, Towcester, NN12 7RP
S316C - Roger Fleetwood, The White House, Meeson, Telford, Shropshire, TF6 6PE
S317C - J Gantschuk , Red Kite Fm, Barnbow Lane, Barick-in-Elmet, Leeds, LS15 4LZ

Ryeland FBS Contact: Dot Tyne, Secretary, Ty’n y Mynydd Farm, Boduan,
Pwllheli, Gwynedd LL53 8PZ
Telephone: 01758 721898
Email: info@ryelandfbs.com
Opinions expressed by authors and services offered by advertisers are not specifically
endorsed by the Ryeland FBS. Advertisers must warrant that copy does not contravene
the Trades Description Act 1968, Sex Discrimination Act 1975, or the Business
Advertisements (Disclosure) Order 1977.
Newsletter printed by SJH Print
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